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ABSTRACT
We present a measurement of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) gravitational lensing potential using data
from the ﬁrst two seasons of observations with SPTpol, the polarization-sensitive receiver currently installed on the
South Pole Telescope. The observations used in this work cover 100 deg2 of sky with arcminute resolution at
150 GHz. Using a quadratic estimator, we make maps of the CMB lensing potential from combinations of CMB
temperature and polarization maps. We combine these lensing potential maps to form a minimum-variance (MV)
map. The lensing potential is measured with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than one for angular multipoles
between L100 250< < . This is the highest signal-to-noise mass map made from the CMB to date and will be
powerful in cross-correlation with other tracers of large-scale structure. We calculate the power spectrum of the
lensing potential for each estimator, and we report the value of the MV power spectrum between L100 2000< <
as our primary result. We constrain the ratio of the spectrum to a ﬁducial ΛCDMmodel to be AMV = 0.92 ± 0.14
(Stat.) ± 0.08 (Sys.). Restricting ourselves to polarized data only, we ﬁnd APOL = 0.92 ± 0.24 (Stat.) ± 0.11
(Sys.). This measurement rejects the hypothesis of no lensing at 5.9s using polarization data alone, and at 14s
using both temperature and polarization data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) has become a powerful observational tool for probing
the geometry of the universe and the growth of large-scale
structure. As light travels through the universe, the paths of
photons are bent by gravitational interactions with matter.
These deﬂections encode information about the growth of
large-scale structure at late times, when massive neutrinos
suppress structure growth and dark energy drives the
accelerated expansion of the universe. As a result, lensing
measurements provide a valuable method for constraining
neutrino masses (Lesgourgues & Pastor 2006) and dark energy
(Calabrese et al. 2009). The CMB provides a unique source for
lensing measurements: the CMB is well characterized,
originated at a well known redshift, and has traversed nearly
the entire observable universe, in principle providing informa-
tion about all of the structure between Earth and the last
scattering surface of the CMB. The lensing signal is sourced
from a broad range of redshifts, typically z0.1 5< < (Lewis
& Challinor 2006).
We can measure gravitational lensing by looking for
distortions in the characteristic patterns of the primordial
CMB temperature and polarization (Blanchard & Schnei-
der 1987; for a review, see Lewis & Challinor 2006). The
CMB is partially polarized, and can be decomposed into even-
parity (E-mode) and odd-parity (B-mode) components (e.g.,
Hu & White 1997). Lensing stretches and contracts observed
CMB anisotropies. These distortions smooth the CMB
temperature (Seljak 1996) and E-mode power spectra, produce
lensed B-mode power on scales where there is very little
primordial power (Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998), and correlate
modes that were originally independent (Cole &
Efstathiou 1989). Lensing in the CMB was ﬁrst detected using
lensing-galaxy correlations (Smith et al. 2007; Hirata
et al. 2008). The smoothing of the CMB power spectrum has
subsequently been well measured in temperature (Story
et al. 2013; Das et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration XVI 2014)
and should soon be detected in the E-mode power spectrum.
Lensing-induced B-modes were ﬁrst detected in cross-
correlation using data from SPTpol, the polarization-sensitive
receiver currently installed on the South Pole Telescope (SPT,
Carlstrom et al. 2011); SPTpol data was cross-correlated with
the cosmic infrared background, resulting in a 7.7s detection of
B-modes (Hanson et al. 2013, hereafter H13). Using similar
cross-correlation analyses, POLARBEAR found 2.3s evidence
for lensed B-modes (POLARBEAR Collaboration 2014b), and
the Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (ACTPol)
collaboration measured lensed B-modes with a 3.2s signiﬁ-
cance (van Engelen et al. 2014b). Recently, POLARBEAR
made a measurement of the B-mode auto-spectrum which
disfavored the no-lensing hypothesis at 2.0s (POLARBEAR
Collaboration 2014a), and BICEP2 measured a B-mode auto-
spectrum which contains a lensing component measured at
5.5s (BICEP2 Collaboration 2014).
The correlation between initially independent CMB modes
introduced by lensing can be measured using a quadratic
estimator technique (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1999; Hu 2001; Hu
& Okamoto 2002). With this technique, the amplitude of the
lensing potential power spectrum has been measured to high
precision using CMB temperature data: 22% using data from
∼600 deg2 of sky observed with the Atacama Cosmology
Telescope (ACT; Das et al. 2014), 19% using data from
∼590 deg2 of the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey observed with the
SPT (van Engelen et al. 2012), and 4% using data from
∼28,000 deg2 of sky (70% of the full sky) observed with
Planck (Planck Collaboration XVII 2013).35 Data from the full
2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey is expected to yield a measurement
of the lensing amplitude with a signiﬁcance similar to that of
the current Planck result. POLARBEAR has detected gravita-
tional lensing with a quadratic-estimator technique using only
estimators that include B-modes, rejecting the no-lensing
hypothesis at 4.2s over 30 deg2 (POLARBEAR Collaboration
2014c); combining this with their B-mode auto-spectrum
measurement, POLARBEAR rejected the no-lensing hypoth-
esis at 4.7s (POLARBEAR Collaboration 2014a).
In this paper, we construct a map of the gravitational lensing
potential and its power spectrum from temperature and
polarization data collected with SPTpol within a 100 deg2
patch of the southern sky. We combine the temperature and
polarization measurements into a minimum-variance (MV)
estimate of the lensing potential.
Throughout this paper, we use a ﬁducial ΛCDM cosmolo-
gical model that provides the best ﬁt to the combination of
Planck power spectrum, Planck lensing spectrum, WMAP-
polarization, SPT, and ACT data (Planck Collaboration
XVI 2014), with the following parameters: baryon density
h 0.0222b 2W = , cold dark matter density h 0.1185c 2W = ,
Hubble parameter H h100 km0 = s−1 Mpc−1 with h =
0.6794, power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations
with an amplitude (at k = 0.05 Mpc−1) A 2.21 10s 9= ´ -
and spectral index ns = 0.9624, optical depth to reionization
0.0943t = , and a neutrino energy density corresponding to a
sum over the neutrino mass eigenstates of 0.06 eV. Hereafter,
this model will be referred to as the “PLANCK+LENS+WP
+HIGHL” model. This ﬁducial model serves as the input to our
simulations and the reference for calculating the amplitude of
the lensing potential power spectrum.
This paper is organized as follows: we describe the data used
in this paper in Section 2. We review the theoretical description
of gravitational lensing and describe our implementation of the
quadratic estimator in Section 3. We describe the simulations in
Section 4. We detail our uncertainty budget in Section 5. We
present our results in Section 6. We discuss potential sources of
systematic errors in Section 7. We discuss the implications of
this measurement in Section 8.
2. SPTPOL OBSERVATIONS AND DATA-PROCESSING
This paper uses maps of the CMB temperature and
polarization made with data from SPTpol (Austermann
et al. 2012). SPTpol is a polarization-sensitive receiver that
was installed in early 2012 on the 10 m SPT (Carlstrom
et al. 2011). We use data obtained from observations during
2012 and a few months of 2013. The 2012 data have already
been used to make the ﬁrst detection of lensing B modes (H13)
and to make the most precise measurement of the high ℓ E-
mode power spectrum and temperature-E-mode cross-spectrum
to date (Crites et al. 2014, hereafter C14). A more thorough
discussion of the SPTpol instrument and data set is given
in C14; here we summarize the most important properties of the
SPTpol data and resulting maps.
35 The fractional precision is reported relative to the mean of each
measurement.
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The SPTpol receiver contains 1536 polarization-sensitive
transition edge sensor bolometers, with 1176 detectors at
150 GHz and 360 detectors at 95 GHz. In this analysis we use
only the 150 GHz data. During 2012 and the ﬁrst part of 2013,
SPTpol was used to observe the 100 deg2 “SPTpol deep ﬁeld,”
a roughly square patch of sky spanning R.A. of 23–24 hr and
decl. of −50° to −60°. The data consists of 5182 individual ﬁeld
observations, each lasting approximately 30 minutes. The
observations were performed using a lead-trail observing
strategy; the ﬁeld is split into two halves (“lead” and “trail”)
in R.A., which are scanned separately such that each half-ﬁeld
is observed over the same range in azimuth. The half-ﬁelds are
observed by scanning the telescope back and forth in azimuth,
followed by a small step in elevation; this process is repeated
until the entire half-ﬁeld is covered. We refer to a single sweep
of the telescope from one side of the ﬁeld to the other as a
“scan,” and to a set of scans that cover the entire half-ﬁeld as an
“observation.” The lead-trail strategy allows the subtraction of
ground pickup by differencing pairs of lead and trail
observations, however, in this work we simply coadd lead
and trail observations into single observation maps.
The raw ﬁeld observations consist of time-ordered data
(TOD) for each SPTpol bolometer. The individual bolometer
TOD are calibrated relative to one another using a combination
of regular calibration observations of an internal chopped
blackbody source and of the galactic H II region RCW38. The
absolute calibration (Tcal) is tied to the CMB maps produced by
Planck. The absolute temperature calibration uncertainty is
estimated to be 1.3%Tcald = . See C14 for a detailed
description of this calibration process.
The TOD are ﬁltered before being accumulated into maps.
To suppress atmospheric ﬂuctuations, a fourth-order polyno-
mial is subtracted from the TOD of each detector for every
scan. A low-pass ﬁlter is also applied to prevent aliasing at the
pixelization scale, with a cutoff corresponding roughly to a
maximum angular scale of ℓ 4000~ (∼3 Hz at the telescope
scan-speed).
Maps are made by calculating the Stokes parameters I, Q,
and U in each map pixel. We refer to the Stokes parameter I as
T (temperature), and use temperature units for our T, Q, and U
maps. The TOD are accumulated into maps using the pointing,
polarization angle, and efﬁciency of each detector, as well as a
weight calculated from the noise power of each detector
between 1 and 3 Hz ( ℓ1300 3900  at the telescope scan-
speed). The maps are pixelized in an oblique Lambert
azimuthal equal-area projection, with square 2 2¢ ´ ¢ pixels.
The Q and U maps are multiplied by an additional
calibration factor Pcal to correct for errors in the measured
detector polarization calibration and efﬁciency. We use a value
of P 1.048cal = from Table 3 in C14. This value is calculated
using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)36 by ﬁtting the
SPTpol EE and TE bandpowers jointly with Planck TT
bandpowers (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014) and WMAP9
polarization data (Hinshaw et al. 2013) in a ΛCDMmodel with
varying nuisance parameters; see C14 for details. The value of
Pcal for the best-ﬁt model from this MCMC-chain is taken as
our estimate of the polarization calibration parameter. The Pcal
calibration has an uncertainty of 1.7%Pcald = , which is
calculated from the marginalized posterior of Pcal. We treat
Pcald as uncorrelated with other systematic uncertainties in
Section 5; this over-estimates the uncertainty since Pcal is
partially correlated with other parameters in the ﬁt (e.g., Tcal).
The ﬁnal SPTpol deep ﬁeld maps have nearly homogeneous
coverage, with inverse-noise-weighted pixel hit counts varying
by less than 35%~ over the 100 deg2 ﬁeld (corresponding to
the difference in the cosine of the declination angle between the
top and bottom of the ﬁeld), except for a 2~ ´ deeper strip at
the center caused by overlap of the lead and trail ﬁelds. The
maps have an effective noise level, estimated between
ℓ2000 3000< < , of ∼11 Km arcmin in temperature and ∼9
Km arcmin in Q and U (atmospheric noise causes a higher
noise level in T than in Q or U). We use data-quality checks to
cut data at three stages: individual bolometers, scans, and
observations. These cuts are described in detail in C14. All data
that pass these cuts are coadded into ﬁnal T, Q, and U maps.
Systematic effects such as detector gain errors can cause
temperature power to leak into the Q and U polarization maps.
We correct for the leakage by subtracting the appropriately
scaled temperature map from each polarization map as follows:
Q Q TˆQraw= -  , and an analogous expression for U. We ﬁnd
ˆ 0.0050Q = + and ˆ 0.0083U = - . See C14 for more detail.
Signal power in the ﬁnal maps is suppressed by two
processes: data ﬁltering and the telescope angular response
function, or beam. We model the signal power that is removed
by ﬁltering as a 2D Fourier-space37 transfer function Fℓ
filt. We
obtain this transfer function using simulations of the ﬁltering
process. The SPT beam suppresses power on arcminute scales.
We approximate this beam as radially symmetric, with a 2D
Fourier-space transfer function Fℓ
beam measured using observa-
tions of Mars as well as bright point sources in the deep ﬁeld.
The beam was measured independently in both 2012 and 2013;
we use a composite beam calculated as the inverse-noise-
variance weighted average of the beams from each year. Taken
together, we model the total transfer function as
F F F F (1)ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
tot pix filt beam=
where Fℓ
pix is the 2D Fourier transform of a square 2¢ pixel.
The SPTpol deep ﬁeld contains a number of bright point
sources, which we mask. We identify all sources detected at
5s> at 150 GHz from Mocanu et al. (2013), which
corresponds to a ﬂux-cut of approximately 6 mJy; all pixels
within 5¢ of each source are masked in both the TOD ﬁltering
and the ﬁnal maps. We extend this mask to 10¢ for all very
bright sources detected at 75s> . We also use a 10¢ radius to
mask all galaxy clusters detected in this ﬁeld by Vanderlinde
et al. (2010) using the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect. This
masking removes approximately 120 sources, cutting 5 deg2
of the ﬁeld. We additionally multiply the maps by a sky mask
that down-weights the noisy edges of the maps.
The processing described in this section results in a set of
three coadded, masked maps: nT ( ˆ), nQ ( ˆ), and nU ( ˆ). These
maps are ﬁltered with the C-inverse ﬁltering process (see
Section 3.1), which transforms the set of maps into ﬁltered
Fourier-space maps T¯ℓ, E¯ℓ, and B¯ℓ.
We apply two cuts in Fourier-space. The data maps have
noise that arises from two contributions: a roughly isotropic
component from atmosphere at low ℓ∣ ∣ and an anisotropic
component from low-frequency noise that is uncorrelated
36 We calculate the MCMC chain using the COSMOMC package (Lewis &
Bridle 2002).
37 Throughout this paper, we adopt the ﬂat-sky approximation, where
wavenumbers are represented by the discretized two-dimensional vector ℓ ,
the magnitude of ℓ is equivalent to multipole number ℓ, and spherical harmonic
transforms are replaced by Fourier transforms.
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between detectors at low ℓx∣ ∣. We remove these noisy regions of
Fourier space, keeping only modes with ℓ 450x >∣ ∣ . Second,
we use only modes with ℓ 3000<∣ ∣ when estimating the
lensing potential. We verify that our results are not sensitive to
the exact choices of these cuts; see Section 7 for details.
Thus the data input to the estimator of the lensing potential
(i.e., Equation (9)) is a set of three ﬁltered maps: T¯ℓ, E¯ℓ, and B¯ℓ.
3. CMB LENSING ANALYSIS
As CMB photons travel through the universe, their paths are
deﬂected by gravitational interactions with intervening large-
scale structure. These deﬂections can be described as a
remapping of the CMB temperature and polarization ﬁelds
(Lewis & Challinor 2006):
( )( ) ( )n n nT Tˆ ˜ ˆ ˆ (2)f= + 
( )( ) ( )n n nQ iU Q iU[ ] ˆ ˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ , (3)f = éë  ùû + 
where nˆ is a unit-vector denoting a particular line of sight
direction on the sky. Throughout the paper, tildes denote
unlensed quantities. The projected lensing potential n( ˆ)f is an
integral over the three-dimensional potential n( ˆ ; )0c h cY - :
( )( )n nd
f
f f
ˆ 2
( )
( ) ( )
ˆ ; . (4)K
K K0
CMB
CMB
0
CMBòf c c cc c c h c= -
- Y -c
where χ is the comoving distance along the line of sight,
CMBc is the comoving distance to the surface of last scattering,
the quantity 0h c- is the conformal time at which a CMB
photon would have been at position nˆc , and f ( )K c is the
comoving angular distance with f ( )K c c= in a ﬂat universe.
The deﬂection ﬁeld of CMB photons is given by
d n n( ˆ) ( ˆ)f=  . The apparent local expansion or contraction
of the CMB is given by the divergence of f ; the
convergence ﬁeld is deﬁned as n n( ˆ) ( ˆ)1
2
2k fº -  . In this
paper, ﬁnal maps and power spectra will be presented in terms
of κ.
The unlensed CMB sky is well described as a statistically-
isotropic, Gaussian random ﬁeld; in this case, all statistical
information about the ﬁeld is contained in the power spectrum
( )C ℓ ℓ X Y ,ℓXY ℓ ℓ*d= - ¢ á ñ¢
where X Y T E B, [ , , ]Î are harmonic-space CMB maps.
Gravitational lensing introduces statistical anisotropy in the
CMB temperature and polarization ﬁelds, correlating multipole
moments across a range deﬁned by the lensing deﬂection ﬁeld
d n( ˆ) (Hu & Okamoto 2002). Averaging over realizations of
the lensed CMB ﬁelds for a ﬁxed lensing potential, we can
expand the covariance of CMB ﬁelds in a Taylor series as a
function of ϕ (Hu & Okamoto 2002):
( )
( )X Y ℓ ℓ C
W , (5)
ℓ ℓ l
XY
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
* CMB
,
2XY
d
f f
á ñ = - ¢
+ +f
¢
¢ - ¢ 
where Wℓ ℓ,
XYf
¢ is the coefﬁcient on the ( )f term. Information
about the lensing potential is thus contained in the off-diagonal
elements (ℓ ℓ¹ ¢) of the second term and subsequent higher
order terms. Said another way, lensing distorts the observed
CMB anisotropies, which introduces statistical anisotropy in
the covariance of the CMB; these changes are encapsulated in
the second and higher-order terms in Equation (5).
The analysis in this paper will proceed in the following
manner: ﬁrst we ﬁlter the CMB ﬁelds in order to maximize
signal to noise for the lensing calculation. Next we estimate the
two-dimensional lensing potential ϕ from these ﬁltered ﬁelds.
We correct ϕ for two effects: a multiplicative normalization and
an additive “mean-ﬁeld” (MF) bias correction. Then we
calculate the power spectrum of ϕ, and subtract two noise-
bias terms. Finally, we calculate the amplitude of the ﬁnal
spectrum relative to a ﬁducial cosmology.
3.1. Map Filtering
The ﬁrst step in this analysis is to ﬁlter the CMB ﬁelds to
maximize the CMB signal relative to the noise. We use the
following data model to motivate our ﬁltering choices. We
will refer to data maps in position-space as dj, where
n n nd T Q U[ ( ˆ), ( ˆ), ( ˆ)]Î and j is the pixel index. We assume
that these data maps are a combination of the sky signal
X T E B[ , , ]ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓÎ and noise given by
d P X P N n . (6)j
ℓ
jℓ ℓ
ℓ
jℓ ℓ jå å= + +
Here, Pjℓ is a matrix operator that applies any ﬁlter transfer
functions (for example, smoothing by the instrumental beam,
pixelization, and timestream ﬁltering, e.g., Equation (1)) and
inverse-Fourier transforms the sky signal. Additionally, Pjℓ
transforms Eℓ and Bℓ into nQ ( ˆ) and nU ( ˆ).
The map noise is modeled with two components. The
Fourier-domain noise contribution Nℓ represents “sky noise”
that comes from components of the sky that do not trace the
CMB, such as foregrounds or emission from the atmosphere.
The map-domain noise contribution nj arises from instru-
mental noise; it is assumed to be white and uncorrelated
between pixels. For modes that are heavily ﬁltered, the
instrumental noise may be rolled off just as the sky signal is.
We ignore this effect, with the understanding that it causes
our inverse-variance ﬁltering procedure to overestimate the
instrumental variance on such scales (relative to the sky
component, which does include a ﬁlter-transfer function).
Over-estimating the instrumental variance in the ﬁlter is
slightly sub-optimal but will not bias the CMB ﬁltered
ﬁelds.
We now build a ﬁlter tuned to maximize signal-to-noise of
CMB anisotropy Fourier modes. This is essentially a “matched
ﬁlter” technique using an inverse-variance ﬁlter for data maps
that have anisotropic noise and a ﬁlter transfer function. With a
map dj described by Equation (6), we can determine inverse-
variance ﬁltered Fourier modes X¯ as
S P n P SX P n d¯ . (7)1 † 1 † 1éëê + ùûú =- - -
We solve for X¯ , using a conjugate-gradient-descent method to
evaluate the expression
X S S P n P P n d¯ , (8)1 1 † 1
1 † 1= éëê + ùûú- - -
- -
where throughout this paper, we will use an over-bar notation for
inverse-variance-weighted quantities. Here S is the total sky
signal covariance matrix, deﬁned as the sum of the signal and
“sky noise” power: S C Cℓ
X
ℓ
Nº + ; in this expression,CℓX is the
theoretical power spectrum of X evaluated on the 2D Fourier
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plane, and Cℓ
N is the 2D power spectrum of Nℓ from
Equation (6), speciﬁcally, Nℓ
2á ñ∣ ∣ . The matrix n 1- is the sky
mask multiplied by the inverse of the map-noise variance n j
2á ñ∣ ∣ .
Speciﬁcally, n is calculated by taking the map-noise nj from
Equation (6) then setting the inverse-noise level n 0j
1 =- for
masked pixels j (this is equivalent to taking n j  ¥ for masked
pixels).
The ﬁltered ﬁelds X¯ℓ form the input to the estimator of the
lensing potential.
3.2. Quadratic Estimator of ϕ
We now construct an estimator for the lensing potential that
takes advantage of the off-diagonal correlations introduced by
lensing in the CMB ﬁelds (Hu & Okamoto 2002). Calculating
a properly normalized, unbiased estimate of ϕ requires three
steps that are detailed below:
1. Calculate an inverse-variance-weighted estimate of the
lensing potential ( ¯Lf ) from two ﬁltered CMB ﬁelds, i.e.,
TT, TE, EE, EB, and TB.
2. Remove a “MF” bias.
3. Normalize the estimate. In the ϕ-estimator we use in
this paper, the correct normalization of the estimate of ϕ
for a given value of L. is one over the total inverse-
variance weight. The best estimate of the lensing
potential after normalization will be designated with a
hat symbol, ˆLf .
Using two CMB ﬁelds X¯ and Y¯ that have been ﬁltered as
described in Section 3.1, we estimate the inverse-variance-
weighted lensing potential as follows:
d ℓW X Y¯ ¯ ¯ (9)L
XY
ℓ ℓ L
XY
ℓ ℓ L
2
,
*òf = - -
whereWℓ ℓ L
XY
, - is a weight function as described below. Analogous
to X¯ , we continue to use the over-bar notation to indicate that ¯Lf
is an inverse-variance-weighted ﬁeld. This estimation technique
amounts to taking a weighted sum of the covariance between X¯ℓ
and Y¯ℓ¢ at all pairs of angular wavenumbers ℓ and ℓ¢ separated by
Lℓ ℓ- ¢ = . As indicated by Equation (5), modes ℓ in X¯ and ℓ¢
in Y¯ have a covariance that is imprinted by modes in the lensing
potential ϕ with angular wavenumber L.
The weight function Wℓ ℓ L
XY
, - acts like a matched ﬁlter; in
Equation (9) this weight is convolved in Fourier-space with the
two ﬁltered CMB ﬁelds to maximize the response to the lensing
signal. We use the MV estimator for this analysis (Hu &
Okamoto 2002), in which this weight function is simply the
leading-order coefﬁcient on ϕ in Equation (5):
W W .ℓ ℓ L
XY
ℓ ℓ L, ,
XYº f- - 38 In general, other weight functions can be
used (for example, “bias-hardened” estimators deﬁned in
Namikawa et al. 2013).
This estimator is biased since it includes contributions that
arise from the statistical anisotropy introduced by non-lensing
sources such as the sky mask, in-homogeneous map noise, etc.
These terms constitute a MF bias, deﬁned as
d ℓW X Y¯ ¯ ¯ , (10)L
XY
ℓ ℓ L
XY
ℓ ℓ L
,MF 2
,
*òf = á ñ- -
where the average is taken over realizations of the CMB and
noise. We calculate the MF contribution by averaging over
estimates of ϕ from Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations with
independent realizations of the CMB, lensing potential, and
instrument noise. Since the simulated lensing signal is
uncorrelated from simulation to simulation, it averages to zero
in this calculation; the common signal that remains after
averaging is the MF bias.
Finally, we need to normalize the response of the estimator
to produce an unbiased estimate of ϕ. This unbiased estimate
will be designated with a hat symbol, ˆLf . We calculate this
normalization in a two-step process. We analytically calculate
the normalization as a 2D Fourier-space object, then correct the
analytic normalization using simulations.
Drawing on the intuition that the estimator is a weighted sum
of off-diagonal elements in the covariance between X¯ℓ and Y¯ℓ¢,
the desired normalization is the reciprocal of the sum of these
weights. To properly calculate the normalization, however, we
must account for the map-ﬁltering process described in
Section 3.1. For the sky signal Xℓ in our maps (speciﬁcally,
Xℓ as it appears in Equation (6)), the C-inverse ﬁlter can be
described as an operator in two-dimensional Fourier-space that
can mix power between ℓ-modes. The C-inverse ﬁlter,
however, can be approximated as a diagonal Fourier-space
ﬁlter function of the form: C C X X[ ]ℓ
XX
ℓ
NN
ℓ ℓ
X
ℓ
1+ º-  , where
Cℓ
XX is the power spectrum of ﬁeld Xℓ, and Cℓ
NN is the power
spectrum of the map noise (in which the beam (Fℓ
beam) and
ﬁlter-transfer function (Fℓ
filt) have been divided out in Fourier-
space; see Section 2 for more detail). We use this diagonal
approximation for one thing only: to analytically estimate the
normalization of the ϕ-estimator.
Under this approximation, the normalization is given by
d ℓ W W . (11)ℓL
XY
ℓ ℓ L
XY
ℓ ℓ L
X
ℓ L
Y,Analytic 2
, ,
XYò= ´ f- - -  
Note that in the absence of ﬁltering (i.e., 1ℓ = ), this equation
is just the sum of the weights from Equation (9). The
approximation ℓ
X is not exact; we therefore calculate a
multiplicative normalization correction L
XY ,MC from simula-
tions,
ˆ
, (12)L
XY L
I XY
L
I
L
I
L
I
,MC
,
*
*
f f
f f=
á ñ
á ñ
¢

where for each simulated realization, L
If is the input and
( )ˆ 1 ¯ ¯ (13)LI XY
L
XY L
XY
L
XY,
,Analytic
,MFf f f= -¢ 
is the matching reconstruction, normalized by the analytic
normalization. The reconstruction ˆL
I XY,f ¢ is masked, the
denominator is taken directly from the harmonic-space input
maps, and the appropriate factor of fmask (see Equation (18)) is
applied. The average is taken over 400 simulations. In principle
(or the limit of many, many simulations), the correct normal-
ization would be the product of L
XY ,Analytic with LXY ,MC in the
38 In contrast to Hu & Okamoto (2002), who use the unlensed CMB spectrum
in this deﬁnition, we use the lensed CMB spectrum following the treatment of
Lewis et al. (2011).
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2D L-plane, however, each individual mode in L
XY ,MC is still
very noisy, making this method intractable. We expect this
normalization to be isotropic, so we average L
XY ,MC within
annuli in L-space to produce
. (14)L
XY
L
XY,MC ,MC= á ñ 
The normalization we use is the product of the analytically
calculated normalization with the annulus-averaged MC
correction:
. (15)L
XY
L
XY
L
XY,Analytic ,MCº ´  
We expect the MC correction to be relatively small, and indeed,
we ﬁnd that L
XY ,MC is a 10%⩽ correction.
For each combination of ﬁelds X and Y, our estimator of the
lensing potential is deﬁned as
( )ˆ 1 ¯ ¯ . (16)LXY
L
XY L
XY
L
XY ,MFf f f= -
We calculate all ﬁve temperature and polarization estimators
XY TT TE EE EB TB[ , , , , ]Î (a quadratic estimate of ϕ from
BB has vanishing signal-to-noise in a cosmology with
negligible gravitational wave perturbations39 Lewis &
Challinor 2006).
We now want to combine these estimates into one MV
estimate of the lensing potential, denoted by ˆL
MVf . We form
ˆ
L
MVf from a weighted average of the ﬁve estimators, where the
optimal weight wL
XY for the MV estimator is L
XY . This can be
understood as follows. In quadratic maximum likelihood
estimators, L
XY is the Fisher matrix for LXYf ; this means that
the un-normalized estimate ¯ ¯MFf f- is the inverse-variance-
weighted lens reconstruction. Thus we calculate the average of
the inverse-variance-weighted estimators ( ¯ ¯MFf f- ), and
divide by the sum of the normalizations. This is equivalent to
calculating a weighted-sum of the fˆ estimators, where the
weight wL
XY is the normalization, L
XY . For each L mode,
w
w
ˆ
ˆ
, (17)L
XY L
XY
L
XY
XY L
XY
MV å
åf
f=
where the sum is taken over XY TT TE ET EE[ , , , ,Î
EB BE TB BT, , , ]. We additionally form a polarization-only
(POL) estimate ˆL
POLf from a weighted average of the EE, EB,
and BE estimators. Maps and power spectra of the lensing
potential are calculated from both the MV and POL estimators.
3.3. The Power Spectrum of ϕ
In this section, we present our method for estimating the
power spectrum of the lensing potential. The steps are as
follows, with a more detailed description given below.
1. Calculate a cross-spectrum (CL
ˆ ˆUV XYf f ) from two estimates
of ϕ, ˆL
UVf and ˆL
XYf .
2. Calculate and subtract noise-bias terms C( L
RDN0
UV XYD f f
and C )L
N1
UV XYD f f . The de-biased spectrum for this
combination of CMB ﬁelds is denoted as CˆL
UV XYf f
, with
a hat symbol to indicate that this is our best estimate.
3. Average this spectrum into bins in L. The binned
spectrum we report is denoted as CˆLb
UV XYf f
.
4. Finally, calculate the amplitude of CˆL
UV XYf f
relative to a
ﬁducial spectrum. Note, the amplitude is calculated
directly from the 2D L-plane, rather than from the
binned spectrum.
The power spectrum from two estimates ˆ
UVf and ˆXYf is
C f ˆ ˆ* , (18)L L
UV
L
XYˆ ˆ
mask
1
UV XY f fº á ñf f -
where fmask is the average value of the fourth power of the
apodization and point-source mask. In the following discus-
sion, we will drop theUV XY, superscripts (CL
ff) unless they
are needed for clarity. Note that in this power spectrum
calculation, the MF correction MFf is estimated from two
independent sets of simulations for each of the two fˆ
estimates. We must do this because our estimates of the MF
are noisy, owing to a ﬁnite number of simulations. By using
separate estimates of the MF, we eliminate correlations
between the two fˆ estimates resulting from this noisy
subtraction.
While this estimate of theCL
ff power spectrum has minimal
variance, it suffers from additive biases which we must
subtract. We now describe these additive bias terms. The
estimates of ϕ are quadratic, i.e., 2-point functions of the
CMB ﬁelds, thus the cross-spectrum CL
ˆ ˆff between estimates
of ϕ probes the 4-point function (trispectrum) of the CMB.
The CMB trispectrum includes contributions from discon-
nected and connected pieces, only some of which contain
information about CL
ff. The remaining correlations show up
as “noise bias” terms in CL
ˆ ˆff (Kesden et al. 2003). At a given
order, the disconnected pieces arise from lower-order
correlations, while the connected pieces are new at each
order. In the case of the CMB trispectrum, the 2-point
(Gaussian) correlations in the CMB give rise to the
disconnected pieces, while the higher-order (non-Gaussian)
correlations introduced by lensing give rise to the connected
pieces. We model the full cross-spectrum, including bias
terms, as:
C C C C Cˆ (19)L L L L L
ˆ ˆ
N0 N1 MC
= + D + D + Dff ff ff ff ff
where CˆL
ff
is the term we want to calculate, CL N0
D ff and
CL N1
D ff are the disconnected and connected pieces of the
trispectrum, respectively, and CL MC
D ff encapsulates any
remaining bias terms. We discuss each of these terms below,
and show them in Figure 1.
The ﬁrst bias term CL N0
D ff arises from disconnected
contributions to the trispectrum. This term has no dependence
39 This can be understood intuitively as follows. A cosmology with negligible
gravitational wave perturbations has negligible primordial B-mode power. The
main contribution of B-mode power will come from E-modes that have been
lensed. This means that when the B-mode power is expanded as Taylor-series
in the lensing potential ϕ, the leading-order term will be ﬁrst-order and higher
in ϕ. The quadratic BB estimator is constructed from two copies of the B-mode
ﬁeld; therefore, the leading term will be second-order in ϕ and will thus be
negligible.
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on ϕ and arises from Gaussian correlations in the CMB ﬁelds,
foregrounds, and noise; this term is called “N0” because it is
zeroth-order in CL
ff. We estimate the N0 contribution from
simulations in the following way: we create two sets of
simulations, MC and MC′, with different realizations of the
CMB and ϕ (including foregrounds and noise). The prescrip-
tion for calculating N0 from the MC and MC′ simulations can
be written as the sum of two terms:
C C U V X Y
C U V X Y
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ (20)
L L
L
N0
ˆ ˆ
MC MC MC MC
ˆ ˆ
MC MC MC MC MC,MC
D = á+ éë ùû
+ éë ùûñ
ff ff
ff
¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
where we have re-written CL
ˆ ˆUV XYf f to explicitly show the
dependence on the four input ﬁelds U V X Y, , , :
C U V X Y C[ ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯]L L
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆUV XYºff f f .
This estimate of the N0 bias for the data will be imperfect
because the power spectrum used in the simulations will be
different from that of the data. We can reduce our
sensitivity to this difference by using the data itself, a
correction called the “realization-dependent N0” (RDN0)
bias (Namikawa et al. 2013). We calculate the RDN0 bias
by replacing one of the CMB ﬁelds in the estimate of N0
with the data itself, then combining it with the N0 estimate
above:
C
C U V X Y
C U V X Y
C U V X Y
C U V X Y
C U V X Y
C U V X Y
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ ,
(21)
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
RDN0
ˆ ˆ
d MC d MC
ˆ ˆ
MC d d MC
ˆ ˆ
d MC MC d
ˆ ˆ
MC d MC d
ˆ ˆ
MC MC MC MC
ˆ ˆ
MC MC MC MC
MC,MC
D
= + éë ùû
+ éë ùû
+ éë ùû
+ éë ùû
- éë ùû
- éë ùû
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
where the d subscript indicates a CMB ﬁeld from the data. We
subtract this RDN0 estimate from the data spectrum.
The second bias term CL N1
D ff arises from connected
contributions to the trispectrum and depends linearly on CL
ff
(Kesden et al. 2003); this term is called “N1” because it is ﬁrst-
order in CL
ff. We estimate this term by creating two sets of
simulations, MC and MC′, in which each simulated pair has the
same realization of ϕ, but different realizations of the unlensed
CMB; see Section 4 for more detail. The N1 term is then40
C C U V X Y
C U V X Y
C
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯
. (22)
L L
L
L
N1
ˆ ˆ
,MC ,MC ,MC ,MC
ˆ ˆ
,MC ,MC ,MC ,MC
N0 MC,MC
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
D = á+ éë ùû
+ éë ùû
-D
ff ff f f f f
ff f f f f
ff
¢ ¢
¢ ¢
¢
The ﬁnal term CL MC
D ff encapsulates any corrections that
have not been accounted for as yet. We calculate this term as
the difference of the simulations from the input spectrum:
C C C C . (23)L L L L
MC
ˆ ˆ
MC
N0 N1
D = - D - Dff ff ff ff
We ﬁnd that CL MC
D ff is small and do not subtract it in our
ﬁnal estimate; see Section 5 for further discussion.
Thus our ﬁnal measured power spectrum may be written as
C C C Cˆ . (24)L L L L
ˆ ˆ
RDN0 N1
= - D - Dff ff ff ff
Now that we have the best estimate of our lensing power
spectrum CˆL
ff
, we would like to average this spectrum into bins
in L. The power in each bin is referred to as a “bandpower.”
Because CˆL
ff
is a two-dimensional quantity with varying
signal-to-noise across the 2D L-plane, a naive binning
operation of simply averaging CˆL
ff
in each bin is sub-optimal.
Instead, we calculate the weighted average of CˆL
ff
within each
bin:
C
w C
w
ˆ
. (25)b
L b L
UVXY
L
L b L
UVXY
UV XY
UV XY
º å å
f f
f f
Î
Î
The choice of the weight function wL
UVXY follows from the same
reasoning used to deﬁne the weights in Equation (17).
Figure 1. Noise-bias levels for this ϕ reconstruction. The theoretical
ΛCDM lensing potential power spectrum is shown in black, and the individual
bias terms deﬁned in Equation (19) are shown individually. The realization-
dependent N0 (RDN0) term (dashed orange line) is used to correct the data for
the Gaussian noise bias (see Equation (21)). The N1 bias (dashed purple line)
arises from connected contributions to the CMB trispectrum (see Equa-
tion (22)). The sum of these two terms is the total bias (solid green line) that
we subtract. The residual Monte-Carlo (MC) bias term (dashed cyan line) from
Equation (19) is calculated as the difference between the mean of de-biased
lensed simulation spectra and the input spectrum to the simulations. The total
bias shows the reconstruction-noise power in the reconstructed ϕ maps; thus
this reconstruction measures ϕ modes with a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 1
(alternatively, the measurement is ϕ-sample-variance limited) for
L100 250< .
40 Note, Gaussian foreground power is not included in the simulations for N1.
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Speciﬁcally, in the quadratic maximum likelihood estimator
that we are using, L
XY is the Fisher matrix for LXYf ; therefore
the inverse-variance weight for CˆL
ff
is the product of the
normalization of the two estimates UVf and XYf :
w . (26)L
UVXY
L
UV
L
XY=  
This weight scheme is analytically optimal in two cases: either
for an estimator of the auto-spectrum where U V X Y= = =
or for a complete set of cross-spectra between different
estimators (e.g., the MV and POL estimators).
We calculate the amplitude Ab of our data spectrum relative
to a theory spectrum within a bin b,
A
C
C
, (27)b
UVXY b
b
,theory
UV XY
UV XY
º
f f
f f
where the binned theory spectrum is
C
w C
w
. (28)b
L b L
UVXY
L
L b L
UVXY
,theory
,theory
UV XY å
åº
f f
ff
Î
Î
We report bandpowers CˆLb
ff
as the data-amplitude Ab multiplied
by the theoretical spectrumCL
,theory
b
ff evaluated at the bin center
Lb,
C A Cˆ . (29)L b L
,theory
b b
ºff ff
Finally, we calculate two overall amplitudes of CˆL
ff
relative
to a theory spectrum: AMV for the MV spectrum and APOL for
the polarization-only spectrum. These amplitudes are calcu-
lated using Equation (27), where the “bin” is taken to the full
range L100 2000< < . The reference theory spectrum
CL
,theoryff is taken to be the PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL spectrum.
We additionally report the spectrum bandpowers as deﬁned in
Equation (29), which contain the information about the shape
of our measured spectrum.
4. SIMULATIONS
The lensing analysis presented here relies heavily on
accurate simulations. We use the spectra from the PLANCK
+LENS+WP+HIGHL model as our ﬁducial cosmological model
for simulations. We create simulations as follows.
First, we create realizations of spherical-harmonic coefﬁ-
cients (alm) for the CMB ﬁelds T, E, and B (including the
proper correlations between the ﬁelds), as well as the lensing
potential ϕ. We simulate modes with ℓ 6000< . We evaluate
the spherical harmonic transform41 of the alm coefﬁcients on a
grid with an equidistant cylindrical projection (ECP)
(Lewis 2005). The lensing operation is applied by distorting
the unlensed ﬁelds using the deﬂection map derived from ϕ.
These distorted maps are interpolated back onto a ﬁxed ECP
grid, creating lensed CMB skies with full non-Gaussian
information.
These maps are then mock-observed with the map-making
pipeline. This involves creating simulated TOD for each
bolometer, ﬁltering the TOD, accumulating the TOD into ﬂat-
sky maps using the SPT pointing information, and coadding
different detectors based on the individual detector weights. In
effect, the resulting maps are what SPT would have seen if
these simulated skies had been the true CMB sky, in the
absence of noise and foregrounds.
The mock-observed maps are transformed back into Fourier
space, where Gaussian foreground power is added. We use the
foreground model from Story et al. (2013), with the following
components: D 10 K3000
PS 2m= is the power from Poisson-
distributed point-sources that scales as D ℓPS 2µ ,
D 5 K3000
CL 2m= is the power from clustered CIB sources that
scales as D ℓCL 0.8µ , D 5 K3000SZ 2m= is the amplitude of the
tSZ power spectrum that we use to scale the thermal SZ
template taken from Shaw et al. (2010). The three coefﬁcients
here are given at ℓ 3000= . See Section 6.1 of Story et al.
(2013) for details. The Fourier-space maps are multiplied by
the Fourier-space SPT beam Fℓ
beam.
We then add realizations of noise to the simulations. These
realizations are estimated directly from the data. We take all
observations and divide them into two halves, and subtract the
coadd of one half from the coadd of the other half. We create
many realizations of the noise by choosing random sets of
halves. This method of calculating the noise variance gives an
unbiased but potentially noisy estimate; however, given the
number of independent observations used in this work, the
noise on the variance estimate is expected to be negligible.
We make three sets of simulations:
1. Set “A”: 500 lensed simulations.
2. Set “B”: 100 lensed simulations with different realiza-
tions of the CMB but the same realizations of ϕ as the
ﬁrst 100 simulations in Set A.
3. Set “C”: 500 unlensed simulations.
These simulations are used as follows. The simulations in set
“A” are used to calculate the MF (see Section 3.2), the N0 bias
term (see Section 3.3), and the statistical uncertainty (see
Section 5). Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst 100 simulations are used to
calculate the MF; in each cross-spectrum we use the ﬁrst 50
simulations to estimate the MF of the ﬁrst ϕ and the second 50
simulations to estimate the MF of the second ϕ. The remaining
400 simulations are used to calculate the statistical uncertainty
on the lensing spectrum and amplitude. The entire set is used to
calculate CL RDN0
D ff .
The simulations in set “B” are used to calculate CL N1
D ff , as
described in Equation (22). Speciﬁcally, the simulations
labeled MC are comprised of 50 simulations from set “A,”
while the simulations labeled MC′ come from 50 matching
simulations from set “B.”
Finally, the unlensed simulations that comprise set “C” are
used for two purposes. First, we check that no spurious lensing
in our pipeline is detected by measuring the amplitude of the
reconstructed lensing potential from these unlensed simula-
tions. The average amplitude and variance of these simulations
is A 0.024 0.065unl = -  , thus passing this test. Second, we
quantify how signiﬁcantly we reject the no-lensing hypothesis
by comparing the lensing amplitude measured in the data to the
variance of these unlensed simulations. The ﬁrst 100 simula-
tions are used to calculate the MF, and the remaining 400
simulations are used to calculate the statistical uncertainty of
unlensed skies.
41 The spherical harmonic transform is performed with routines from the
HEALPIX library (Górski et al. 2005).
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In Figure 7, the distribution of lensing amplitudes from these
lensed simulations is shown in green, and the distribution for
unlensed simulations is shown in red.
5. UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
The uncertainties on the lensing spectrum and amplitude are
comprised of variance (noise and sample), calibration and
beam error, and other systematic errors. The variance
component is calculated as the covariance between the power
spectra of 400 lensed simulations. These simulations use
independent realizations of the unlensed CMB, lensing
potential, and instrumental noise, thus this procedure naturally
accounts for both instrumental noise and sample variance.
We also account for sources of systematic uncertainty. The
resulting uncertainty on the lensing amplitude is calculated
below and shown in Table 1.
5.1. Beam and Absolute Calibration
The estimation of the beam and absolute calibration
contributes additional systematic uncertainty. The fractional
uncertainties on the beam measurements are less than 1% over
the multipoles used in this analysis, and the resulting
uncertainty on the lensing amplitude is negligible. The 1s
uncertainly on the absolute calibration in temperature is
1.3%Tcald = (C14). This will propagate into an uncertainty
on the spectrum amplitude of A A (1 )Tcal Tcal 4dD = + . We
thus incorporate a systematic uncertainty on the amplitude from
calibration and beams of A 0.052TcalD = .
5.2. Polarization Calibration
Similarly, an error in the polarization calibration will
propagate to an uncertainty on the spectrum amplitude of
polarized estimators. We estimate the 1s uncertainty on the
polarization calibration to be 1.7%Pcald = (C14). We incorpo-
rate a systematic uncertainty on the POL amplitude of
A 0.067POL
PcalD = . We estimate the resulting systematic uncer-
tainty in the MV amplitude by calculating the relative change in
the analytic normalization L
POL,Analytic resulting from a1s shift
in Pcal. We ﬁnd an uncertainty in the MV amplitude of
A 0.030MV
PcalD = .
5.3. Temperature-to-polarization Leakage
Mis-estimating the temperature power leaked into Q and U
maps would bias the lensing measurement. We recalculate the
MV lensing amplitude without correcting for the leakage. The
amplitude changes by less than 0.07s; this source of
uncertainty is negligible.
5.4. Electrical Crosstalk between Detectors
There is some low-level electrical crosstalk between
detectors. The main effect of crosstalk is to introduce a
difference between the temperature and polarization instru-
mental beams, resulting in a small multiplicative bias in the
polarization measurements; see C14 for a detailed discussion.
The effect of crosstalk on this lensing analysis was investigated
using the simulation pipeline described in Section 4 and adding
the effect of crosstalk to the simulated timestreams. We ﬁnd
that crosstalk introduces a small bias in the lensing amplitude,
which we estimate to be a 5% (6%) in the MV (POL)
amplitude; we account for this by adding a contribution to our
systematics uncertainty budget of A 0.05MV
crosstalkD = and
A 0.06POL
crosstalkD = . The bias in the data from crosstalk is
expected to be smaller than this estimate, because the data uses
an RDN0 bias subtraction that reduces the effect of a mismatch
between the power in the simulations relative to the data itself.
In contrast, these simulations use a normal N0 bias subtraction,
rather than recalculating an RDN0 bias for each simulation. We
keep this over-estimate of the crosstalk-induced bias and
include this term in our systematic uncertainty budget.
5.5. Foregrounds
Foreground emission from extra-galactic sources and
galactic dust contributes both Gaussian power and non-
Gaussian signal to CMB observations which, if not accounted
for, will bias lensing reconstruction measurements. The
Gaussian power component contributes to the N0 bias, which
we subtract using the simulations described in Section 4 and
procedure described in Section 3.3.
The non-Gaussian mode-coupling from foreground emission
has been studied in detail in (van Engelen et al. 2014a,
hereafter V14), and Osborne et al. (2014). The work in V14 is
particularly relevant to our analysis. They studied a compre-
hensive list of potential biases to the temperature lensing
reconstruction that arise from foregrounds; they considered
Poisson-distributed galaxies, CIB emission from clustered
galaxies, tSZ signal from galaxy clusters, galaxy-lensing
correlations, and tSZ-lensing correlations. For the point-source
and cluster masking thresholds used in our analysis, the bias to
the lensing spectrum never exceeds a few percent. van Engelen
et al. (2012) also tested diffuse Galactic cirrus emission and
found that the bias was less than 2% in all L-bins.
The contribution to the N0 bias from polarized foregrounds
is negligible at the sensitivity level of this analysis since the
polarized power from point sources is too low to be detected
signiﬁcantly in the EE and TE polarization spectra in C14, even
with the signiﬁcantly higher ﬂux cut of 50 mJy in that work.
The non-Gaussian signature of polarized foregrounds is
expected to be negligible as well: the polarization fraction of
foreground emission is expected to be lower than the
polarization fraction of the CMB, implying that the ratio of
non-Gaussian foreground signal to CMB lensing signal will be
lower in polarization than temperature, and the non-Gaussian
contribution in temperature has already been shown to be
negligible for this analysis.
Finally, we consider whether emission from polarized
Galactic dust could contaminate the polarized lensing
Table 1
Systematic Uncertainties
Type AMVD APOLD
ATcalD 0.052 0.052
APcalD 0.030 0.067
AcrosstalkD 0.05 0.06
AampD 0.029 0.039
AtotD 0.08 0.11
Note. The contributions to the systematic uncertainty budget. The quadrature
sum of the systematic uncertainty terms gives the total systematic uncertainty,
AtotD .
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estimators. The Gaussian power in B modes from Galactic dust
within the BICEP2 ﬁeld was estimated in a joint analysis of
BICEP2 and Planck data (BICEP2/Keck & Planck Collabora-
tions et al. 2015); because the BICEP2 ﬁeld contains the
SPTpol deep ﬁeld, this analysis provides a good estimate of
Galactic dust in the SPTpol data. The best-ﬁt model from the
joint analysis is D ℓ D ℓ( ) ( 80)ℓ
dust
80
dust 0.42= ´= - , where
D 0.0118ℓ 80
dust == Km arcmin. Using this model, the dust power
in this ﬁeld is 10%~ of the lensed B-mode power and 1%~ of
the B-mode noise power (as calculated in Keisler et al. 2015) at
the lowest multipoles used in the SPTpol lensing analysis
(ℓ 450> ), and the dust power drops rapidly with increasing ℓ.
Thus we conclude that the Gaussian power from Galactic dust
in our polarized maps has a negligible contribution to both our
observed signal and variance. Signiﬁcant non-Gaussian con-
tributions from any foreground sources, including Galactic
dust, should cause a failure of the curl test since foregrounds
should contain both gradient and curl modes. Both the MV and
POL estimators pass the curl test, thus we conclude that
Galactic dust does not contribute signiﬁcantly to the observed
lensing signal in either temperature or polarization.
We conclude that given the level of precision of this analysis
and our level of source masking, the RDN0 bias correction
sufﬁciently accounts for the Gaussian power from unpolarized
foregrounds, and that the Gaussian power from polarized
foregrounds can be neglected in the RDN0 term. Furthermore,
we conclude that the biases due to the non-Gaussian
contribution from polarized and unpolarized foregrounds are
negligible at the level of statistical precision of the current
analysis.
5.6. Normalization Calculation
We ﬁnd that the mean MV (POL) amplitude of our lensed
simulations is 3% (4.5%) below unity; this can be seen as
a shift in the histogram of lensed simulations in Figure 7.
This bias could be an additive term (e.g., the CL MC
D ff term
from Equation (19)) or a multiplicative term (e.g., mis-
estimation of the power-spectrum normalization). We
treat this potential bias as a systematic uncertainty in our
analysis of A 0.029MV
ampD = + and A 0.039POLampD = + on the
MV and POL amplitudes, respectively.
5.7. Total Uncertainty
The four sources of signiﬁcant systematic error described
above are added in quadrature to calculate our ﬁnal systematic
uncertainty on the lensing amplitude: A 0.08MVD =  and
A 0.11POLD =  on the amplitudes of the MV and POL
spectra, respectively. Thus our uncertainty on the
amplitude of the MV lensing power spectrum is
A 0.14 (Stat.) 0.08MVD =   (Sys.), and our uncertainty
on the amplitude of the POL lensing power spectrum is
A 0.24 (Stat.) 0.11POLD =   (Sys.).
Finally, we calculate a total uncertainty by adding the
statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature:
A 0.16MV
totD =  and A 0.26POLtotD =  .
6. RESULTS
We present three main results in this section: the MV map of
the lensing convergence ﬁeld, n( ˆ)k , the MV and POL estimates
of the binned lensing potential power spectrum, and the
amplitudes of these two spectra relative to the PLANCK+LENS
+WP+HIGHL model.
6.1. Lensing Potential Map
We show measured lensing convergence maps42 n( ˆ)k in
Figure 2. These κ-maps are the real-space equivalent of
L L(1 2) ( 1) ˆLf+ , where ˆLf is deﬁned in Equation (16). We
show the MV map, as well as four of the ﬁve individual
estimators. The similarities between the different estimators are
visually apparent.
We measure lensing modes with a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than one for modes between L100 250< < ; thus the
large-scale features that are visible by eye are real over-
densities and under-densities in the projected mass distribution
in the universe. This is the highest signal-to-noise lensing map
from the CMB to date.
6.2. Lensing Potential Power Spectrum
Here we present the bandpowers from our estimate of the
lensing potential power spectrum. We report the bandpowers
between L100 2000< < . The lower boundary is set at 100 to
maximize the signal while keeping the MC bias sub-dominant
to other systematic uncertainties; the MC bias increases as this
lower boundary is reduced. The upper boundary is deep in the
noise-dominated region of the spectrum; we ﬁnd that the
statistical uncertainty on the lensing spectrum amplitude is
roughly constant for any boundary value above L 1000 and
L 800 for the MV and POL estimators, respectively. We
calculate the cross-spectrum from each pair of estimators
ˆ , ˆL
UV
L
XYf féëê
ù
ûú, as well as two MV estimates, CˆL
MV
b
from the
combination of all estimators, and CˆL
POL
b
from the polarization-
only estimators EE, EB, and BE. The cross-spectra between
each pair of these lensing potential estimators is shown in
Figure 4.
The MV spectrum CˆL
MV
b
and POL spectrum CˆL
POL
b
are shown
in Figure 5. The bandpowers for the MV spectrum are
presented in Table 2. We measure the amplitude of the
spectrum using Equation (27) relative to the PLANCK+LENS+WP
+HIGHL model. We ﬁnd an amplitude of
A 0.92 0.14 (Stat.) 0.08 (Sys.)MV =   for the combined
spectrum and A 0.92 0.24 (Stat.) 0.11 (Sys.)POL =   for
the polarization-only spectrum. Thus we measure the amplitude
of the lensing potential power spectrum using solely polariza-
tion estimators with a precision of 26%; including systematic
errors, this becomes a precision of 29%. Similarly, the
precision of the MV measurement of the amplitude is 15%;
including systematic errors, this becomes a precision of 18%.
We quantify how signiﬁcantly we reject the null hypothesis
of no lensing by comparing the data to unlensed simulations. In
400 unlensed simulations, none have a lensing amplitude as
large as that in the data in either the MV or POL estimator. To
estimate statistical signiﬁcance, we ﬁt a Gaussian to the 400
unlensed simulations, yielding a 14s and 5.9s rejection of the
null hypothesis for the MV and POL estimators, respectively.
Figure 7 demonstrates the difference between these con-
straints. We rule out the no-lensing hypothesis much more
42 The map is presented as κ because this corresponds visually to the density
of the integrated matter ﬁeld along the line of sight: 0k > corresponds to an
over-density that “stretches” the observed CMB pattern, while 0k <
corresponds to an under-density that “contracts” the observed CMB pattern.
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signiﬁcantly than the precision with which we measure the
amplitude of the lensing spectrum (14s versus 15% ∼ 6.5s).
This difference indicates that we measure the presence of
lensing modes very signiﬁcantly, however, the measurements
are sample-variance dominated on large scales, limiting the
precision of our constraint on the lensing power spectrum
amplitude.
We plot the MV spectrum in comparison with other
measurements in Figure 6. All spectra are visually consistent
at the current sensitivity levels; we discuss these measurements
in Section 8. We compare our MV spectrum amplitude directly
to the most precise of these measurements (Planck) by
recalculating the MV amplitude relative to the same ﬁducial
spectrum used in Planck Collaboration XVII (2013). Planck
measured an amplitude of A 0.94 0.04Planck =  ; we ﬁnd
an amplitude relative to the same cosmology of
A 0.90 0.16MV
Planck Fiducial = - , which is consistent.
7. SYSTEMATIC ERROR CHECKS
We perform a suite of tests for systematic errors in our data.
For each test, we change one aspect of the analysis and
recalculate the lensing spectrum (Cb sys
ff ) and amplitude
(AMV,sys). We then calculate the difference between this
spectrum (or amplitude) and the spectrum (or amplitude) from
the baseline analysis (the baseline spectrum and amplitude are
the MV results we report in Section 6). The difference-
spectrum CbD ff and difference-amplitude AMVD are the shifts
induced in the spectrum and the amplitude, respectively, by the
systematic under consideration; they can be expressed as
C C C (30)b b b,sysD = -ff ff ff
A A A . (31)MV MV,sys MVD = -
The difference-spectra and difference-amplitudes are calculated
for the data as well as for each simulation.
For each test, we use two metrics to determine if the data
pass the test; these metrics are shown in Table 3. The ﬁrst
metric considers shifts in the lensing spectrum. We calculate
the 2c of the data difference-spectrum ( Cb,dataD ff ) using the
variance of the simulation difference-spectra ( b,syss ) as the
uncertainty. This can be expressed as
( )
. (32)
b
C
sys
2 b
b
,data
2
,sys
2åc = s
D ff
Figure 2. Lensing κ maps reconstructed from the SPTpol 100 deg2 deep-ﬁeld data, smoothed with a 1° Gaussian beam. The colorbar on the far right shows the color
scale, which has been ﬁxed for all κ maps in Figures 2 and 3. Left: the κ-map for our MV lensing estimator, which combines all temperature and polarization
information. Right: individual κ estimates from the TT, EB, TE, and EE estimators, with the same color scale.
Figure 3. Example simulated κ-maps, plotted with the same color scale as Figure 2. Left: a simulated input κ-map. Middle: the reconstructed κ-map estimated from a
noisy simulation that has been lensed using the potential shown in the left panel. Right: the reconstructed κ-map estimated from an unlensed simulation. Comparing
the reconstructed lensed κ-map to the input map gives a visual sense of the ﬁdelity of this reconstruction, and comparing to the unlensed κ-map gives a sense of the
signal-to-noise in the MV κ-map.
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Figure 4. CˆLb
ff
power spectra for all estimators we consider in this paper. “MV × MV” is the spectrum from the minimum-variance estimator. The amplitudes of each
spectrum relative to the ﬁducial PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL model are calculated with Equation (27) and shown in each panel.
Figure 5. Lensing potential power spectrum bandpowers estimated from SPTpol. The MV and POL spectra are shown with red circles and black squares, respectively.
The black solid line shows the PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL best-ﬁt ΛCDM model. Note the POL points have been shifted by 1 4 of a bin in L for plotting purposes.
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The probability-to-exceed (PTE) of this 2c is calculated from a
2c distribution with 10 degrees of freedom (corresponding to
the 10 bins in our spectrum).
The second metric considers the change in the lensing
amplitude. We calculate the lensing difference-amplitudes
( AMVD ) as deﬁned in Equation (30) for the data and for each
simulation. We then calculate the variance of the simulation
difference-amplitudes ( Avar( )MV,simD ); this variance estimates
the expected magnitude of the change in the lensing amplitude.
Speciﬁcally, we expect the magnitude of the lensing difference-
amplitude in the data to be less than or equal to
Avar( ) in 68%MV,simD ~ of similar measurements. Finally,
we calculate the PTE of the data difference-amplitude directly
from the simulations as the percentage of simulations that have
a difference-amplitude with a larger magnitude than AMVD for
the data. The data difference-amplitude, variance of simulated
difference-amplitudes, and PTEs for each test are shown in
Table 3.
The individual tests are described in detail below, and the
results are reported in Table 3 and Figure 8.
1. ℓxmin cut: As described in Section 2, we cut all modes
with ℓ 450x <∣ ∣ from the CMB maps. In this test, we
adjust that cut from ℓ 450x <∣ ∣ to 400 and 500. When
more ℓ-space is removed by increasing the ℓx∣ ∣ cut to
500, the change in the lensing spectrum and amplitude
are consistent with expectations from simulations.
On the other hand, including the region between
ℓ400 450x< <∣ ∣ causes an unexpectedly large shift
( 2s> ) in the lensing amplitude, thus motivating the
placement of this cut. Even in this case, however, the
change in the amplitude is only 0.4s with respect to the
statistical uncertainty on the lensing spectrum amplitude.
2. ℓmax cut: We adjust the maximum value of ℓ from CMB
maps that is used in the estimator from ℓ 3000< to 2500
and 3500. This corresponds to adjusting the upper bound
of the integral in Equation (9). We ﬁnd the data are
consistent with the expectation from simulations in
this test.
3. Apodized Mask: We apodize the sky and point-source
mask with a cosine proﬁle on the edges, and recalculate
the amplitude and CL
ff. The change in amplitude is
consistent with the expectation from simulations.
4. C-inverse test: We recalculate the MV spectrum and
amplitude using the diagonal approximation to the C-
inverse ﬁlter (e.g., ℓ
X from Equation (11)). The
covariance of the simulations increases by a factor of
four over the nominal covariance (due in part to the fact
that the C-inverse ﬁlter effectively apodizes the map,
while the diagonal approximation is just an inverse-
variance ﬁlter with no apodization), but the shift in the
lensing amplitude is consistent with the shift of the
simulations.
5. Curl test: We replace the gradient estimator with a curl
estimator that is optimized for curl-like sources (Cooray
et al. 2005). Speciﬁcally, we use the curl estimators
speciﬁed in Table 3 of Namikawa et al. (2012). We
estimate and remove the N0 contribution to the curl
estimator as in Equation (22); thus the curl test provides a
second check of the N0 estimation procedure. A non-zero
curl signal would indicate contamination in the nominal
gradient reconstruction from non-Gaussian secondary
effects or foregrounds (Cooray et al. 2005). We calculate
the curl signal, and ﬁnd it to be consistent with the
expectation from simulations in both the MV estimator
( A 0.082 0.092MVD =  , CLff Spectrum PTE = 0.69)
and the POL estimator ( A 0.055 0.110POLD =  , CLff
Spectrum PTE = 0.52).
6. Scan Direction: We perform a “jackknife” null test on the
telescope scan direction. This test is sensitive to any
systematic differences between left-going and right-going
scans. We calculate null maps by subtracting all left-
going scans from all right-going scans. The resulting
maps should be free from signal but still contain any
systematic difference between left-going and right-going
maps. Because this is a null test, we calculate the pass-fail
metrics for the jackknife spectrum and amplitude relative
to zero (rather than relative to the MV spectrum and
amplitude). Formally, this means replacing the baseline
spectrum Cb
ff and amplitude AMV in Equation (30) with
zeros, and using noise-only simulations. We ﬁnd that the
null spectrum and amplitude are consistent with noise.
Finally, we compare the spectra and amplitudes from each of
the estimators with those from the MV spectrum. We ﬁnd that
the spectra are mostly consistent. The “TExEB” spectrum
amplitude is high by 2.1s~ relative to the expectation from
simulations, while the “EExEE” spectrum amplitude is low by
2.8s~ . All other spectra are consistent to within 2s.
8. DISCUSSION
This paper presents a measurement of the CMB lensing
potential ϕ from 100 deg2 of sky observed in temperature and
polarization with SPTpol. Using a quadratic estimator analysis
including polarization information, we have constructed a map
of the lensing convergence ﬁeld. Individual Fourier modes in
this map are measured with signal-to-noise greater than one in
the angular wavenumber or multipole range L100 250.< <
This represents the highest signal-to-noise map of the
integrated lensing potential made from the CMB to date. The
power spectrum of the lensing potential CL
ff was calculated
from these maps. We have veriﬁed that this measurement is
robust against systematics by performing a suite of systematics
and null tests.
Table 2
MV Lensing Bandpowers
L[ min L ]max Lb L L C10 [ ( 1)] ˆ 2b b b
7 2 p+ ff
[ 100 133 ] 117 1.47 ± 0.37
[ 134 181 ] 158 0.58 ± 0.24
[ 182 244 ] 213 0.40 ± 0.19
[ 245 330 ] 288 0.29 ± 0.13
[ 331 446 ] 389 0.331 ± 0.092
[ 447 602 ] 525 0.121 ± 0.067
[ 603 813 ] 708 0.115 ± 0.053
[ 814 1097 ] 956 0.156 ± 0.046
[ 1098 1481 ] 1290 0.008 ± 0.038
[ 1482 1998 ] 1741 −0.000 ± 0.041
Note. The bandpowers for the MV spectrum are presented here as deﬁned in
Equation (29) and shown in Figures 5 and 6. Bins are evenly spaced in Llog( ),
and bandpowers are reported at the center of each bin.
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We compare this measurement to a ﬁducial spectrum taken
from the PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL best-ﬁt ΛCDMmodel and
ﬁnd a relative amplitude of A 0.92 0.14 (Stat.)MV = 
0.08 (Sys.) . This corresponds to a 18% measurement of the
amplitude. This measurement rejects the no-lensing hypothesis
at 14s. If instead only polarized estimators are used, we ﬁnd
A 0.92 0.24 (Stat.) 0.11 (Sys.)POL =   . This is a 29%
measurement of the amplitude. This measurement rejects the
no-lensing hypothesis using polarization information only at
5.9s. The MV and POL amplitudes are consistent at 0.47s and
0.32s, respectively, with the best-ﬁt ΛCDM cosmology of the
PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL dataset. The PTE of the 2c relative
to this theory spectrum for the MV and POL spectra are 0.49
and 0.10, respectively. The PTEs for all individual estimators
are nominal, with a max/min values of 0.96 and 0.16,
respectively. Of note, the bandpowers are consistent with the
ΛCDM theory prediction even at high L, where nonlinear
structure growth or contamination from foregrounds are more
relevant.
We also compare the amplitude of our measured lensing
spectrum relative to other cosmologies. Within the context of a
given cosmological model, the true amplitude of the lensing
spectrum is by deﬁnition unity; any statistically signiﬁcant
deviation of the measured value of Alens from unity indicates
tension with the assumed cosmological model. Replacing our
ﬁducial lensing spectrum with the lensing spectrum derived
from the ΛCDMmodel that best ﬁts the WMAP9+SPT-SZ
dataset (a combination of WMAP9 data Hinshaw et al. 2013
and temperature power spectrum from Story et al. 2013), the
best-ﬁt amplitude is A 1.05MV
WMAP9 SPT =+ . This represents a
shift of 13%~ , or 1s~ (statistical-only) from the best-ﬁt value
assuming our ﬁducial cosmology. The current SPTpol
Figure 6. Lensing potential power spectrum bandpowers estimated from SPTpol, as well as those previously reported for temperature by SPT-SZ (van Engelen
et al. 2012), ACT (Das et al. 2014), Planck (Planck Collaboration XVII 2013), and for polarization by POLARBEAR (POLARBEAR Collaboration 2014c). The
black solid line shows the PLANCK+LENS+WP+HIGHL best-ﬁt ΛCDM model.
Table 3
MV Systematic Error and Null Tests
Test Name 2c (PTE) AMVD (PTE)
Avar( )MV,sim D
L–R jackknife 7.1 (0.72) 0.0040 ± 0.0052 (0.45)
lxmin = 400 17.5 (0.06) −0.063 ± 0.030 (0.025)
lxmin = 500 10.7 (0.38) 0.053 ± 0.033 (0.10)
lmax = 2500 13.6 (0.19) −0.122 ± 0.107 (0.26)
lmax = 3500 9.2 (0.51) 0.007 ± 0.067 (0.91)
Apodized Mask 13.6 (0.19) −0.043 ± 0.034 (0.22)
C-inverse 9.6 (0.47) 0.146 ± 0.534 (0.78)
Curl 7.4 (0.69) 0.082 ± 0.092 (0.39)
Note. Results of systematics tests. For each test, the 2c and PTE of the CLff
spectrum are shown in the second column. The change in amplitude and
associated PTE are shown in the third column. See Equation (30) for more
detail. The lxmin = 400 test fails, which is why we place the cut higher, at
l 450xmin = in the analysis.
Figure 7. Distribution of reconstructed MV lensing amplitudes from
simulations are shown here for lensed (green) and unlensed (red) simulations.
The amplitude of the MV estimate for the data is shown as a blue line. The
statistical uncertainty of the MV lensing construction is given by the standard
deviation of the lensed simulations ( A 0.14MVD = ). The signiﬁcance with
which we rule out the no-lensing hypothesis is calculated from the standard
deviation of the unlensed simulations (0.065).
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measurement is consistent with the predictions of both
cosmologies and cannot distinguish between them.
In comparison with previous quadratic estimator measure-
ments from SPT and ACT, which used roughly six times the
sky area (∼600 deg2), we have measured the lensing potential
with similar precision43:18% in this measurement, as compared
to 19% from van Engelen et al. (2012) and 22% from Das et al.
(2014). The precision of our measurement, however, is limited
by sample-variance of the lenses themselves; as a result, our
measurement rules out the no-lensing hypothesis much more
signiﬁcantly, at 14s in our MV measurement. For comparison,
no lensing was ruled out at 6.3s in van Engelen et al. (2012)
(although the sample variance was scaled as a function of AL in
that calculation) and at 4.6s> in Das et al. (2014) (where
sample variance was included). The temperature measurement
from Planck is derived from over 70% of the sky and thus has
much lower sample variance. At 25s it is highly signiﬁcant,
although no modes are measured with a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than one (Planck Collaboration XVII 2013). Our
measurement is consistent with that from Planck; we calculate
the MV amplitude relative to the same ﬁducial cosmology used
in Planck Collaboration XVII (2013), and ﬁnd an amplitude of
A 0.90 0.16MV
Planck Fiducial = - , which is consistent with the
measurement from Planck of A 0.94 0.04Planck =  . Finally,
our polarization-only measurement improves on the sensitivity
achieved by POLARBEAR: the SPTpol POL spectrum rules
out no-lensing at 5.9s, as compared to 4.2s from (POLAR-
BEAR Collaboration 2014c).
Because of the high signal-to-noise of the SPTpol measure-
ment presented here and the fact that the BICEP2 and KECK
Array experiments have observed the same patch of sky, this
SPTpol mass map will be powerful for de-lensing primordial
BB power spectrum measurements. Additionally, these deep
sptpol mass maps will enable signiﬁcant cross-correlation
measurements with other tracers of large-scale structure.
Polarization measurements will continue to improve rapidly.
SPTpol will soon start its fourth year of observing a larger
500 deg2 patch of sky, ACTpol and POLARBEAR observa-
tions are continuing, and Planck is expected to release a similar
polarized analysis in the near future. With these and the next
generation of CMB polarization experiments being planned
(e.g., SPT3G (Benson et al. 2014), AdvancedACTpol
(Calabrese et al. 2014), Simons Array (Arnold et al. 2014)),
CMB lensing will become an exceptionally powerful probe of
structure evolution in the universe.
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Figure 8. Power spectrum consistency tests. The upper panel shows the
spectrum of each consistency test. The lower panels show the same set of
consistency tests, plotted as the difference between each consistency test
relative to the ﬁducial spectrum, divided by the 1s statistical error bar of the
MV spectrum. Note that the statistical uncertainty on these difference-spectra
will be a function of the analysis and not necessarily the same as for the
baseline MV spectrum. The gray band in each of the lower panels shows the1s
statistical uncertainty region. The error bars shown in the lower panels are
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43 The fractional precision is reported relative to the mean of each
measurement.
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the Calcul Quebec computing consortium, part of the Compute
Canada network, and of the National Energy Research Scientiﬁc
Computing Center, a DOE Ofﬁce of Science User Facility
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et al. 2001; Hunter 2007; van der Walt et al. 2011) and the
HDF5 ﬁle format (The HDF Group 1997).
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